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Abstract

This paper deals with forward references (also called kataphoric references) in natural language.
In order to calculate truth conditions for sentences that involve kataphoric references, an
extension of Discourse Representation Theory, PATIENT DRT, is proposed, inspired by so-
called backpatching techniques for the parsing of programming languages. The main idea is
that a kataphoric element introduces an incomplete discourse entity, to be completed by sub-
sequent material under certain conditions. This approach is applicable to pronominal as well as
complex Noun Phrases, and has no special difficulties with crossing co-references. The main
virtue of this approach is that it allows parsing of kataphors from left to right, which makes it
suitable for on-line language processing by computer and plausible as an element of a theory of
human language processing as well. However, the approach suggests that a left-to-right treat-
ment of kataphoric constructions is hard to reconcile with the requirements of com-
positionality.

1 INTRODUCTION

Recent approaches to anaphora such as Kamp's Discourse Representation
Theory (DRT) (Kamp 1981) and Heim's file-change semantics (Heim 1982)
adhere to the procedural principle of familiarity. According to this principle,
expressions whose denotation is dependent on other material (i.e. anaphoric
expressions) may only depend on previously processed, and therefore 'familiar',
expressions. A particularly interesting variety of familiarity is obtained if it is
assumed that processing operates in the same 'direction' as speech, that is—in
the western tradition of writing—if it operates from left to right. Henceforth,
this variety of the familiarity approach will be called the left-to-right, or briefly
the 1-t-r approach.' It is sometimes thought that theories such as Kamp's and
Heim's are instances of the 1-t-r approach, and this appearance may have added
considerably to their intuitive appeal. However, this appearance is deceptive, as
we will show.2

At least four parallel levels of text processing can be distinguished: speech
recognition, syntactic analysis, the algorithm that constructs Discourse

* I thank Johan van Benthem.Jeroen Groenendijk and Martin Stokhof for helpful discussions
on the subject of this paper. Robbert-Jan Beun and Sieb Nooteboom provided useful
comments on an earlier draft.
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282 Forward References in Natural Language

Representation Structures (DRSs), and finally truth conditional interpreta-
tion:

Interpretation: > > >
DRS construction: >—>—>—> > > >
Syntax analysis: - > - > — > — > — > - > - > > > >

TEXT: blabla blabla

(Arrows depict steps in the processing of the TEXT: recognition may result in words, syntax
analysis produces constituents, DRS construction results in partial DRSs, and interpretation
results in truth conditions.)

In its unrestricted form, the 1-t-r hypothesis would require that all four process-
ing stages proceed from left to right. Applied to recognition, for instance, this
requirement is intuitively quite plausible. For interpretation, it would
amount to the highly desirable property of incremental (i.e. on-line) inter-
pretation. Note that there must be several non-trivial dependencies between
the four processes. For instance, it is widely acknowledged that speech
recognition needs 'higher' linguistic cues (e.g. Lea 1980 on HEARSAY). Con-
sequently, the higher processes must have the same direction as recognition and
cannot be allowed to lag too far behind it. In short: the 1-t-r principle is a highly
attractive hypothesis for language processing in general.

For theories of anaphora, the most important stage of processing is DRS
construction, where discourse entities are introduced and subsequently
picked up by anaphors. Consequently, the processing direction of DRS con-
struction is our central concern. We will largely leave aside the feasibility of
1-t-r processing in the other areas of text processing, and the same holds for
questions of synchronisation between the four processes.3

Note that especially the explanatory value for familiarity-based theories of
anaphora would be greatly enhanced by 1-t-r DRS construction, since it would
explain why certain material can be considered as 'familiar' at a certain
moment. Also, it would help to legitimise the often claimed role of recency in
anaphora resolution (Chafe 1976, Sanford and Garrod 1981, more recently e.g.
Pinkal 1986). The problem addressed in this paper is, how can the hypothesis of
1-t-r DRS construction be reconciled with the empirical phenomenon of
kataphoric expressions (cf. Buehler 1934)—anaphoric expressions whose denota-
tion depends on material to their right? For an 1-t-r analysis of kataphoric
expressions would only be possible if an antecedent can already be familiar
before it has been processed, and it is hard to see how this is possible.

After a brief exposition of the linguistic data (section 2), we shall discuss
some previous treatments of kataphora (section 3). Then (section 4) we outline a
modified, patient version of DRT which deals with kataphoric reference, after
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K. vanDeemter 283

which (section 5) we will apply Patient DRT to some problematic sorts of
kataphors. In the concluding section, we try to answer some hard questions
prompted by the solutions proposed in the body of the paper. Throughout, the
word 'anaphora' will—contrary to Greek grammar—be used to denote both
forward and backward cases of anaphora, that is both kataphoric and strictly
anaphoric reference. Similarly, an 'antecedent' may either precede or follow the
anaphor. No ambiguity will arise from this usage, I hope.

2 THE P H E N O M E N O N OF KATAPHORA

Kataphoric reference has sometimes been depicted as a rather marginal
phenomenon. In some cases, however, kataphoric reference (1) is decidedly
more felicitous than a 'backward' anaphoric analogue (2):

(1) Ever since her childhood, Dorit has been extremely lazy.
(2) Ever since Dorit's childhood, she has been extremely lazy.4

Now one might argue that 'her' must be anaphoric rather than kataphoric: that
it can only refer to Dorit if she was introduced earlier. But even if this is true—a
supposition that fits in neatly with the tendency for pronouns to refer to the
focus of a discourse (e.g. Sidner 1983)—the felicity of the use of the pronoun
'her' depends also on future material. Compare:

(3) Mary, Dorit and Bill are a strange lot. She is weird. The others. . .
(4) Mary, Dorit and Bill are a strange lot. Ever since her childhood, Dorit has been

extremely lazy. The others. . .

'Her' in (4) can refer to Dorit, while 'she' in (3) cannot. The explanation must be
that 'her' is linked to the second, rather than the first, occurrence of the proper
name 'Dorit' in (4). Consequently, 'her' must be a kataphoric pronoun.3

Kataphoric constructions can be considered more involved than the
examples provided so far. One complicated kind of kataphora is 'mutual
anaphora', where two Noun Phrases (NPs) mutually depend on each other (or
on an NP embedding the other) for their denotation (cf. Bach 1970, Karttunen
1971):

(5) [A woman who works in his, department], was interviewed by [the manager who
hired herj2

(subscripts indicate co-reference). Further kataphors are not restricted to pronouns.
For instance, if we label the relation between 'the parents' and 'these puppies' in:

(6) These puppies were born this spring. The parents took good care of them
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284 Forward References in Natural Language

as relational anaphora, then there is also such a thing as relational kataphora.
For instance, in...

(7) Whenever the parents sleep, these puppies do not eat

'the parents' can be described as kataphoric to 'these puppies'. (For an analysis
along the lines of DRT, see van Deemter 1989.) Cases of extrasentential
kataphora are reported as well, but their grammaticality seems debatable. A case
in point is

(8) First he lost his wallet. Then his car got stolen. Fred was having a bad day

in which, according to Asher and Wada (1989), 'he' and 'his' can be kataphoric
to 'Fred', although one may doubt whether this can amount to a completely
natural reading. Some literary texts provide interesting examples:

(9) He was an old man who fished alone in the Gulf Stream.. . (Hemingway: The
Old Man and the Sea)

Note that this is the opening sentence of a book, so a backward anaphoric
reading of the pronoun 'he' is excluded. In section 5 we will return to the topic
of kataphors that cross coordination boundaries, as well as to the other
phenomena just described. While dealing with kataphoric reference, it will not
suffice to indicate possible antecedent-anaphor (kataphor) pairs, since the
possibility of an anaphoric relationship will also depend upon analysis. For
instance, in

(10) Every farmer who admires her courts a widow

a kataphoric relationship is only possible if 'a widow' has wide scope over the
universal quantifier in 'every farmer', as Kamp observed (Kamp 1981). Scope
phenomena motivate much of the complexity of the rules in the main section
of this paper.

3 KATAPHORA IN DRT AND RELATED APPROACHES

In the introduction the 1-t-r approach to anaphora was advertised. This
approach may be argued to consist of the following three principles:

(Pi) Parsing operates from left to right on surface structure;
(P2) Discourse entities are introduced in the context during parsing;
(P3) Pronouns pick up existing discourse entities from the context.

Together, these three principles rule out kataphora. Consequently, actual
proposals for the treatment of kataphora have departed from one or more of
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them. Thus, in Heim (1982), P i is amended to apply only to a level of logical
form, to be obtained from surface structure by a preprocessing stage that puts all
the definite NPs in front. Unfortunately, this means that parsing works in two
'passes'. As a result, on-line interpretation of a sentence is impossible, for the
second pass cannot get started before the first pass has seen the very last NP of
the sentence. Further, Heim's approach fails on mutual anaphora. For given that
neither of two NPs in a mutual anaphora construction can be interpreted with-
out the other, no level of analysis can have them in the 'right' order.

Another departure from P i can be found in Kamp (1981). Here, processing
order is highly indeterminisric. Although the numbering of processing steps in
the boxes which depict Kamp's Discourse Representations (DRs) may suggest
determinism, the numbering constitutes only one of several possible scenarios
yielded by the processing rules. In particular, whenever a DR is split into two
subordinate boxes—say i, and b2—to represent a universally quantified
sentence or a conditional (Kamp 1981), bx and b2 can be processed con-
currently, except when an NP from one box has to be used as antecedent for a
pronoun in the other. In the idiom of parallel programming, the two processes
entertain a producer/consumer relation (see e.g. Ben-Ari 1982): when a pro-
noun in b, cannot be resolved, control is shifted from b, to b2; as soon as a
suitable antecedent has been found there, control is allowed to return to b,. It is
due to these departures from P i that kataphoric constructions can be treated
appropriately in Kamp (1981).6

From our own point of view, however, P i , being the heart of the 1-t-r
hypothesis, deserves to be upheld, of course. On the other hand, principle P2 is
too central an assumption of DRT to give up. P3, on the contrary, must be
given up anyway in order to account for incompletely perceived discourse:
suppose someone overhears (11), hearing everything of it except the first
sentence:

(11) (John walks.) He talks. He keeps forgetting the time.

Then, obviously, the processor should not be precluded from making any sense
of this story—as Kamp's theory would have it. This observation suggests that the
pronoun 'he' should introduce a Reference Marker (RM) of its own. Given the
interpretation rules of DRT, this means that (11) is true if and only if there is at
least one person who talks and keeps forgetting the time. Kataphoric and
incompletely perceived discourse should be interpreted along similar lines.
Therefore, we propose to maintain P i and P2 but to abandon P3.

Recently, some steps towards a solution along these lines were taken in Asher
and Wada (1989). There, pronouns introduce their own RMs. Resolution of the
pronouns is postponed until there are no more reducible conditions left. Several
rules constrain resolution, the most central one being that the antecedent must
either be accessible for the anaphor, or be a definite NP, or z wide scope
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indefinite (as in (10)). However, note that the postponement of resolution is at
odds witii the requirements of on-line interpretation. In particular, it rules out
that interpretation starts before' DRS construction is finished. Moreover, there
are empirical difficulties as well; not all the possible scopes of descriptions are
covered. For instance, there is no way, in Asher and Wada (1989)—nor is there
in Kamp (1981), see our note 6—to interpret sentences such as (10):

(10) Every farmer who admired her courts a widow

where the antecedent of a kataphoric pronoun would be introduced in the
'wrong' position.7 For, after the resolution decision y = z, the following box
would result:

bi

. X

farmer

admire

y=z

•y

(x)

But this box can only be true relative to an embedding function £ if, for each_g'
which differs from g at most in its values for x and y, if g'(x) is a farmer who
admires g'{z), then^'(z) is a widow who is courted hy g\x). In other words, if
someone is a farmer who admires g\z), then^'(z) is a widow who is courted by
him—which is not a viable reading for the sentence. There seems to be no
simple way out of this inconvenient situation.8 What is needed is the possibility
to introduce the condition widow (z) in b,, rather than b 2, due to its kataphoric
link to the RM y which is introduced by the pronoun 'her'. But then this
kataphoric link must be known by the rime the widow NP is processed. Con-
sequently, resolution cannot be postponed until the rest of DRS construction is
finished.

Now we come to our own proposal, in which these lessons are taken to heart.
We will not discuss structural constraints of the type proposed in the literature,
although some of these are obviously relevant to kataphoric reference, since we
have little to add to them. We will think of structural constraints as additional
constraints on accessibility. Thus, although DRT on its own would allow co-
reference in
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(12) SHE thinks MARY is pretty

the addition of Reinhart's Non Co-reference Rule to DRT forbids the two NPs
to relate to the same RM, since 'she' c-commands 'Mary'. We will not choose
between different versions of these constraints (e.g. Reinhart 1976, Reinhart
1983, Bosch 1983), nor will we discuss strategies to integrate them with DRT
(cf. Asher and Wada 1989 for an interesting proposal). Instead, we will assume a
suitably enriched version of DRT and concentrate on the specific mechanisms
needed to account for kataphoric reference in an 1-t-r based approach.

4 A TREATMENT OF KATAPHORA IN PATIENT DRT

We propose to allow that pronouns can introduce RMs. Although such RMs
will not be complete as they stand, the idea is to be patient and to allow that the
process is completed when the antecedent is reached. For instance, in order to
arrive at one of the readings for the sentence

(13) Whenever she was off duty, Mary spent her time in the swimming pool

'she' may introduce a reference marker x in a box b with property female (x),
also written as she (x). Upon encountering the proper name, the condition x =
Mary is added to b.

In computer science, a similar procedure for dealing with forward references
is known as backpatching (Aho, Sethi and Ullman 1986). Backpatching is a way
to deal with forward references in programming languages which prevents an
entire program from having to be scanned more than once during parsing: a
forward reference generates an incomplete translation that is completed later.
For instance, forward references in GOTO statements are translated into
machine code by first generating a 'skeletal instruction' in which the target
address of the GOTO statement is left open until the target instruction is
reached, so that its address is known. Thus, no second 'pass' of the program text
is necessary. Our treatment of forward references in natural language will
mirror this procedure.

Assume that an NP arises in a condition <f> occurring in a DR m, that is part
of a DRS K. Let u* be M, with the additional information that u is incomplete.
The notation <f>[a: = w] stands for (f>, with a everywhere replaced by u. Conm

is the set of conditions in the box m. Um is the set of RMs in m. V is the total set
of variables available as RMs. Uk Q V is the set of variables used in K. Finally,
J O (m) denotes the set of boxes that are accessible to m. The central rules for
processing kataphoric NPs in m are the following two principles:

PATIENCE PRINCIPLE: A kataphoric pronoun introduces a new discourse
entity into m (with appropriate number and gender features) that is marked
as incomplete. (Formally: a pronoun a in <f> can be processed as follows: add
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288 Forward References in Natural Language

to Um a suitable element u# from V — UK, and add a = u and <f> [a: = w] to
Conra.)

COMPLETION PRINCIPLE: A non-pronominal NP /? can pick up a
reference marker w* from a box m', introduced by an earlier occurring
kataphor, the incompleteness mark is deleted; the conditions normally
associated with /? are added torn'. Other conditions on u are added as nor-
mal. (Formally: When processing ^3, choose a 'suitable' member u# from an
element m' from K> (m), add (f>[j8: = H] to Con,,,, and:
—if /? is an indefinite of the form 'a rj' or a quantifying NP of the form 'every
r)\ then add T̂ (M) to Con,,,'.
—if yS is a proper name, then add u = /? to Conm'.
—if /? is definite description, then add the content of the description to
Conm'.)

In the sequel, we shall assume that these rules belong to patient DRT, alongside
Kamp's DRS construction rules. This time, of course, processing operates from
left to right. In particular, by requiring that in a DR of the form m' -* m, DRS
construction processes m before m, DRS construction is forced to proceed
deterministically from left to right.

Before we actually illustrate the operation of the principles of Patience and
Completion, we will add provisions for 'deviant' scopes, not only to move
proper names into their required wide scope position, but also to allow the
scope of other NPs to diverge from their place in surface order.

OPTIONAL RISE PRINCIPLE: Pronouns, definites and indefinites can
introduce an RM in any existing DR higher up in K's accessibility hierarchy.
(Formally: An indefinite or pronoun a can introduce their RM x € V — UK

in any member m' of K^ (m). If a is a pronoun, then an incompleteness
mark is added. Further, add a = u to Con,,,' and add <f> [a: = u] to Con,,,.

This 'Quantifier Raising' principle validates 'wider than surface' scopes for all
except quantifying NPs. To illustrate the rules so far, consider

(14) Whenever she was off duty, the president spent her time in the swimming pool

where there is an ambiguity in the relative scopes of'the president' and 'when-
ever'. The rules lead to the representations shown in Figure 1. DRS-i is
obtained via Patience and Completion only. DRS-2 results from Optional Rise.
Our earlier sentence (10) would be analysed on the same pattern as DRS-2.

Yet, it seems that there is a fundamental problem with the treatment
sketched: consider a kataphoric pronoun occurring outside the scope of a
conditional. This pronoun will only have universal meaning (and thus belong at
the left-hand side of a split box) if it will later be completed by a quantifying
NP; but the future occurrence of a quantifying NP cannot be anticipated. This
seems to imply that introduction of the RM for the kataphoric pronoun must
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DRS—1:

swimming (x,t)

DRS—2:

. x she(x)

the president(x,f')

. t

offduty^,?)

Explanation: The variable I ranges over time intervals. DRS-1 deals with all those .v and I for
which x is female and president at (. DRS-2, where /' is cither utterance time or reference
time, is verified if there is a female president x at 1', such that, for all intervals 1 during which x
is off duty, x is swimming at (.

Figure 1

be postponed—which would be at odds with the 1-t-r approach to kataphora.
Instead, we will assume that an incomplete RM may be introduced wherever
the other rules allow it, but add the following constraint on completion:

PROPER PLACE PRINCIPLE: (i) An RM subordinate position cannot be
completed by an indefinite NP9 or by a proper name; (ii) An RM in the
principal DR cannot be completed by a quantifying NP.
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290 Forward References in Natural Language

Clause (i) will block a reading with narrow scope for 'a president' in

(15) Whenever she was off duty, a president spent her time in the swimming pool.

As a result, 'she' cannot have universal meaning. Now consider the sentence

(16) The widow he loves is courted by each farmer.

Clause (ii) forbids that 'each farmer' completes the RM introduced by 'he' if this
RM is part of the principal DR. Optional Rise allows a pronoun to be intro-
duced into a 'higher' DR, but only if this DR already exists. If we want to derive
the—somewhat problematic—kataphoric reading of (16), we should also allow
the introduction of the pronoun into a new box immediately to the left of the
current box. This resembles the behaviour that is sometimes noted in quanti-
fying NPs, namely that they have wide scope over a preceding indefinite.
Therefore, if one also wants to derive a reading of

(17) A rich widow attracts the attention of each poor bachelor

with wide scope for the desirous bachelors:

. x widow(x)

x attr attention of y

one can generalise over pronouns and quantifying NPs as follows:

OPTIONAL LEFTWARD MOVEMENT: Assume that the current sent-
ence has introduced at least one RM into m. The pronoun or quantifying NP
a can introduce its RM into a new box m' to the left of the current box,
which has to contain only the conditions normally associated with a. (For-
mally: Replace m by m' —• m. Let y e V — UK be the RM newly introduced
into m'. Now if a is a pronoun, then Con,/: = [y = a}. If a has the form
'every rj\ then Conm': = {77(y)}. Further, add <f>[a: = y] to Con,,,.)

The kataphoric reading of (16) would be derived by applying leftward move-
ment to the pronoun 'he' in that sentence.

S PATIENT DRT PUT TO WORK

We have seen how Patient DRT deals with simple sentence-internal kataphors
and how it manages to account for some of the difficult scope problems they
raise. Now we will briefly show how Patient DRT deals with some of the diffi-
cult cases noted in section 2, namely mutual anaphora, full NP kataphora, and
extrasentential kataphora.
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Mutual Anaphora

We claim that, in contrast to the approaches of Heim and Kamp,1

approach can deal with mutual anaphora. It may be instructive to compare this
with the situation in computer science when a program contains two state-
ments, x and y, whose bodies contain references to each other. For instance,

[*:] IF . . . THEN GOTO y...
[y:] IF . . . THEN GOTO JC. ..

Due to backpatching, parsing is not troubled by the mutuality involved in this
situation. Using primes for translations, translation of x will contain the
'skeletal instruction' GOTO' y as a part. At this stage an address, say x', is
allocated for x in memory. As a result, the relevant part of y can be translated:
GOTO' .v'. This enables the program to substitute the address y' for y in the
skeletal instruction which translated x: GOTO' y', which completes the trans-
lation.

The same holds for our analogue of backpatching: after one 'pass' of a
sentence with mutual anaphora, all the necessary information is collected. Our
'mutual anaphora' sentence (5) leads to the representation depicted in Figure 2.
The embedding conditions of DRT arc satisfied if there is a man and a woman,
x and y, where x works in y's department, y is the manager who hired x, and y
interviewed x. The desired reading is obtained without difficulties.

Full NP Kataphora

Until now we have only dealt with cases where the kataphor is a pronoun. To
account for non-pronominal anaphora, assume that a full NP introduces a set-
reference marker X along with a condition NP(X) (in the fashion of van Eijck
(1983); if this NP is anaphoric to another NP with reference marker V, the
relativised condition NPy (X) is generated. In the case of a relational NP (such as
'the parents'), NPy (X) holds if X contains the elements which stand in the
required relation to the elements in the antecedent set Y (van Dccmter 1989).
Now kataphoric full NPs can be covered if Patience is stretched to cover full
NPs. For in that case, an NP can give rise to the condition NPV(X), even though
Y was not introduced before. For example, the sentence

(18) Whenever THE PARENTS sleep, THE PUPPIES do not eat

can, on its kataphoric reading (see section 2), be represented as shown in
Figure 3. The relativised condition (the parcnts)v(X) can be glossed as 'X
contains the parents of all the elements in the antecedent set Y (and nothing
more)'. Along these lines, an adequate kataphoric reading for the sentence
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292 Forward References in Natural Language

A woman who works in his department was interviewed by the
manager who hired her.

. x woman who works in his department (x)

woman (x)

x works in his department

. y male (y)

x works in y's department

the manager who hired her (y)

the manager who hired x (y)

x was interviewed by y

Figure 2

.X

(theparents)y(X)

(the puppies) (Y)

sleep (X) not i

. Y

Figure 3
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results. All the rules for pronominal kataphora remain valid. For instance, the
Proper Place Principle predicts, quite adequately, that a kataphoric reading of
'all customers' in

(19) Whenever ALL CUSTOMERS were gone, A TAXIDVLIVER fell asleep

(in which 'all customers' means 'all customers of the taxidriver') is only possible
if'a taxidriver' gets wide scope over the tense-operator in 'whenever'. In other
words, we claim that (19) is about one particular taxidriver, rather than about
taxidrivers in general. Extra constraints on full NP kataphora may be needed.
For instance, the facts suggest that definite NPs cannot so easily be equated to
future antecedents.1' If true, this observation can be explained along the follow-
ing lines: suppose we would allow identity kataphora by means of a definite
description. Given that the distance between a definite NP and its antecedent
can be very great (Grosz and Sidner 1986), a kataphoric reading can never
reliably be inferred from the absence of backwards-anaphoric antecedents.
Therefore, the possibility of a kataphoric reading would complicate resolution
considerably. This argument does not apply to pronouns, as their antecedents
can much more often be found in the current or previous sentence (Pinkal
1986, Ariel 1985).

Extrasentential Kataphora

Considerations of computational complexity can also be brought to bear on
extrasentential kataphora. As we have seen, there is some doubt about the
acceptability of kataphors such as the one in

(20) First HE lost his wallet. Then HIS car got stolen, FRED was having a bad day

(Asher and Wada 1989). In order to account for the facts, we would propose to
rule out extrasentential kataphora explicitly:

NON-COORDINATION CONSTRAINT: Kataphors cannot cross sent-
ence boundaries (more generally: coordination boundaries).

Instead, we would explain (20) as a case of backwards anaphora. It has been
argued (cf. Weijters 1989, van Deemter 1989) that proper names are no excep-
tion to the rule that definite NPs can be anaphoric. An example in Maes (1990)
runs as follows:

(21) The inventor of dynamite had a profound influence on the nature of warfare.
Alfred Nobel. . .

where the description 'the inventor of dynamite' is assumed to be an antecedent
to the proper name 'Alfred Nobel'. Now if proper names can be anaphoric, the
proper name 'Fred' in (20) can be analysed as anaphoric to the RM introduced
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by 'he'. Note that, due to the Non-Coordination Constraint, (20) is not a case of
kataphora and, consequently, the RM introduced by 'he' remains incomplete.
This explains why (20) may be less than felicitous (lacking an antecedent for 'he'
in an earlier sentence), but nevertheless understandable, in the same way as
incompletely perceived discourse (cf. (n)). Note that if'Fred' is replaced by
'someone' the two NPs cannot co-refer, which is explained by the assumption
that indefinites are never anaphoric (familiarity hypothesis). Thus, the Non-
Coordination Constraint precludes that the parser needs infinite patience:
given any bound on sentence length, this constraint induces a bound on the
maximal distance between kataphor and antecedent.

6 CONCLUSIONS

The Patient DRT treatment of kataphoric references shows that the 1-t-r
approach to anaphora—which, we have seen in the introduction, has much to
commend itself on independent grounds—can provide adequate descriptions
for most kataphoric constructions. In dealing with these constructions, we have
only accounted for grammatically possible readings, disregarding the further
question how to decide which of them is most likely to be intended. However,
Patient DRT raises a number of questions we cannot avoid saying a few words
about. We will briefly discuss three of these, dwelling somewhat longer on the
last one than on the other two.

When and why is Patient DRT's backpatching method an appropriate
strategy for dealing with indeterminism?

In this paper, a number of phenomena are described that seemed to resist 1-t-r
DRS construction and we have dealt with them by means of backpatching. But
similar phenomena exist at other levels of parsing. For instance, at the level of
speech recognition, phoneme pairs such as 'w' and 'u:' can only be told apart
with the help of future phonetic material. Similarly, in syntactic analysis, only
new syntactic material can decide whether, for example, 'flying' is a present
participle (in 'Flying planes are dangerous') or an NP (in 'Flying is dangerous').
The same thing occurs at the level of semantic interpretation, since semantic
ambiguities are often resolved by future context.

We do not mean to imply that all these different-level kataphoric
phenomena are to be treated by means of backpatching. A prudent general rule
seems to be the following: when the processing of the kataphoric element faces
finitely many 'resolution' candidates, then it is preferable to proceed by trial and
error, backtracking over the different candidates; the above-mentioned
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examples belong to this category. When, to the contrary, there arc infinitely—or
otherwise inconveniently—many candidates, then backtracking has to give way
to a backpatching strategy such as outlined in the body of this paper. The
kataphoric phenomena in the realm of DRS construction clearly belong to this
category, since the number of possible referents for a kataphoric pronoun can,
before the antecedent is processed, at best be limited to the universe of dis-
course as a whole.

What has Patient DRTgained us in terms of the
prospects for incremental semantic interpretation?

It is clear that, on the premises of DRT, 1-t-r DRS construction is a prerequisite
for on-line interpretation. But it is still a long way from 1-t-r DRS construction
to on-line interpretation. What we do have—due to the Non-Coordination
Constraint—is interpretation per completed sentence. Incompletely perceived
discourse (11) and sentences that purportedly contain extrasential kataphors are
attributed interpretations in which unresolved pronouns arc existentially
quantified:

(22) First he lost his wallet. (Then . ..)

is interpreted as 'at least one (male) person lost his wallet'. Interpretation of
unfinished sentences is problematic, however. To illustrate, suppose the
language fragment in Kamp (1981) is enlarged with conditional sentences of
the form 'S, if S,', then straightforward truth conditional interpretation of the
first sentential part of

(23) (John will succeed]s if he is lucky

will, too optimistically, say that John will succeed. At this stage, it is unclear
how serious these problems must be taken. Either they may be regarded as
harmless semantic gardenpath phenomena—with sentence intonation, if and
when it is available, coming in to provide extra information. Or, alternatively,
they may be taken as arguments for the psychological reality of the level of
Discourse Representations. For if a human interpreter of (23) has, after parsing
the first clause, some degree of understanding of what is said, and if his under-
standing is not captured by truth conditions, then it might be hard to improve
upon the DRS level as a reflection of this understanding.

Can kataphors be dealt with in DPL?

From our point of view, one of the most promising rivals to DRT as a semantic
theory of anaphora is J. Groenendijk and M. Stokhof s theory of Dynamic
Predicate Logic (DPL) (cf. Groenendijk and Stokhof 1987, 1988). Their main
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motivation is to design an alternative to DRT that has the same descriptive
power, while operating strictly compositional (cf. e.g. Janssen 1983) in the
construction of representations. Moreover, DPL adheres to the 1-t-r principle,
as we will shortly see.

Instead of the box-representations of DRT, DPL employs the syntax of
normal predicate logic as a representation language. In order to explain the
relevant phenomena (donkey sentences, discourse anaphora, etc.), the semantics
of the logical language is changed in such a way that, most notably, existential
quantifiers bind variables beyond their scopes. To illustrate, (24)(a) is translated
as (24)(b):

(24)(a) Somebody walks. He talks.
(24)(b) 3x: Walk(x) & Talk(x).

Given DPL's semantics, the existential quantifier in (24)(b) binds all the
occurrences of x. Translation proceeds in two steps. First, 'Someone walks' is
translated as 3x: Walk(x), then 'He talks' is translated as Talk(x). (24)(b) is
obtained, as it were, by simple concatenation of these formulas.12 In DRT, by
comparison, the addition of a new sentence to an existing DR takes place
without a separate representation for the newly parsed sentence; instead, the
existing representation is modified in one of several ways.13 DPL avoids such
inherently procedural doings: the semantics of the existential quantifier
suffices to get the bindings right.14

In order to provide formulas such as (24)(b) with the appropriate meanings,
DPL has them denote 'state-changers': technically, formulas denote pairs
<g, li> of assignments, where g is an input assignment (input state) and h an
output assignment. In other words, /; may result if the formula is processed in
g. Assume, for instance, that£ is the input state; then the processing of

(25) 3x: Walk{x)

changes £ into a state h that assigns an individual h(x) to x such that h(x) walks.
Formally,

(26) \\3x: <f>(x)\\ = {<g, h> I 3k:g[x)k & <k, h> t \\<f>\\}

whereg[x]k holds ifg(y) = k(y) for each variable y such that y^ x. The fact that
processing operates from left to right can be seen from the definition of
sentence conjunction:

(27) \\(f> and ifj\\ = [<g, h > I 3 <g, k> € \\(f>\\ & <k, h> e I

It is due to this non-commutative conjunction that variables to the left of a
quantifier cannot be bound by a quantifier. Now, given the attractiveness of the
DPL perspective, one may try to accommodate kataphors in DPL. Processing
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order could be reversed from 1-t-r into r-t-1 (right-to-left) by the following
move:

(28) \\(f> and </r|| = {<g, h>\3k: <g, k> e \\tfj\\ & <k, h>

But if this is done, only kataphors are allowed, disallowing (backwards)
anaphors. In order to make DPL suitable for both kataphors and anaphors, the
following combination of (27) and (28) might be proposed, in which con-
junction is stipulated to be commutative again:

(29) \\<j> and0|| = [<g, h>\3k: (<?1 k> e \\<f>\\ & <k, h>
(<gk>e\\48c<k,h>4<f>\\)}.

As a result, a quantifier 3x can either bind or not bind a given occurrence of x,
no matter whether x precedes or follows the quantifier. Consequently, (3o)(a)
and (b)

(3o)(a) He walks; Someone talks,
(3°)(b) Someone talks; he walks,

become equivalent: given an assignment g, both arc true if either somebody
walks and talks, or g(x) walks and somebody (possibly somebody else) talks.
Overgeneration would, as ever, have to be prohibited by a set of constraining
rules. For instance, the kataphoric reading of (3o)(a) could be ruled out by the
Non-Coordination Constraint from section 5.

However, it will be clear that, from our perspective, the proposal contained
in (29) is unattractive, since it would bereave DPL of its 1-t-r orientation.1'' Of
course, DPL's 1-t-r perspective can be maintained if the 'patient' approach we
have described for DRT is adopted in DPL: an assignment g that is undefined
for a variable x may process x 'incompletely', to be completed by a subsequent
quantifier under certain conditions.. . Although this is, technically speaking,
possible it would be at odds with the philosophy of DPL to introduce such
blatantly procedural elements into a neatly compositional framework. Thus, it
seems that although kataphors can be reconciled with the principle of 1-t-r pro-
cessing, this can only happen at the expense of compositionality. In other words,
it might be that non-composirionality of translation is an asset, rather than a
disadvantage of DRT.

KEES VAN DEEMTER
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NOTES

1 The first statement of an 1-t-r principle I
have been able to find is Hintikka and
Carlson's Progression Principle (Hintikka

and Carlson 1979). However, as in Heim
(1982) (cf. section 3), this principle applies
to a level of logical form rather than
surface structure.

2 cf. section 3, where Kamp's treatment of
kataphors is briefly discussed.

3 For instance, DRS construction in (Kamp
1981) requires syntactic information
which can only be available if syntactic
analysis can 'look' quite far 'ahead'.

4 Note that the unacceptability of (2) is
predicted by Reinhart's Non Co-
reference Rule, for in (2) the pronoun
c-commands the proper name 'Dorit'.

5 An interesting situation in which kata-
phoric constructions (a) are preferable
over their backwards-anaphoric counter-
parts (b) obtains when a discourse entity
(here: Peter) is introduced in a part of the
text that is marked as optional reading:

(a) Joan—no doubt the person he admired
most—kept Peter from going insane.

(b) Joan—no doubt the person Peter admired
most—kept him from going insane.

6 In principle, processing order within a
'monolithic' DR is constrained by scope: if
NP, and NP, do not belong to &,, b2,
respectively, where i, and b2 stand in the
relation i, -• b2, and if NP, has wider
scope than NP,, then NP, is processed
before NP,. However, in Kamp (1981),
scope order is simplified to coincide with
surface order. As a result, as Kamp him-
self points out, Kamp's mechanism does
not account for kataphors such as (10),
where there is a difference between the
surface position of the antecedent and its
scope. An even more radical departure
from Pi than described in Kamp (1981)
would be needed in order to get the right
predictions in cases like this. See also our

later remarks about Asher and Wada's
proposals.

7 A possibly more natural example, where
the 'disposed' kataphoric antecedent is a
definite description with an underlying
temporal quantifier, runs Whenever he
threatened the position of the military, THE

KING was toppled. Here it is impossible, on
the account of Asher and Wada, to get the
reading where the tense operator in
'whenever' has wide scope over the one in
'the king'.

8 In particular, exactly the same result is
obtained if the verification clause for
boxes of the form />, -+ b2 is redefined in
such a way that all the new variables in b,
are quantified, rather than only those
which have been introduced in b, (i.e.
introduced in Ubl).

9 Note, however, that NPs of the form 'a(n)
.. . ' have to be excluded from the first
clause of the PROPER PLACE PRINCIPLE

when they are used in a generic sense—to
be distinguished from a strictly universal
sense. (An example would be a present-
tense version of (15): Whenever she is off-
duty, a president spends her time in the

swimming pool) While earlier versions of
DRT have, I think, not dealt with generic
NPs, we will simplify matters somewhat
and assume that genericity is not a struc-
tural phenomenon and that any present-
tense subject NP of the form 'a(n). ..' can
be used generically. Such generic NPs will
be considered as quantifying, rather than
indefinite NPs, and consequently they will
not be affected by the restriction in (i).

10 In Kamp (1981), the desired reading of
two mutual anaphors that do not belong
to different boxes (as in (5)) cannot be
obtained, since processing within such a
monolithic DRS does not allow any
departures from 1-t-r processing order
(see note 6), while DRT also, of course,
does not have provisions for backpatch-
ing.
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11 Some cases were brought to my attention
where a full NP definite appears to be
used as a kataphor. A typical example is
Even if the bastard ends up bringing in FIFTY
million, I don't think Berkeley should hire
Ronald Reagan to teach political science.
What counts is whether this sentence is
felicitous at a stage of a discourse where
Reagan is not in focus. (Compare our
reasoning in relation to sentences (3) and
(4)). The situation is not entirely clear bur
counter-examples against the suggested
constraint may exist.

12 What really makes the treatment com-
positional is the fact that the calculation
of (24)(b) can be viewed as a strictly
semantical operation, performed on the
meanings—rather than the logical trans-
lations—of the constituent sentences (cf.
Janssen 1983).

13 Updating existing DRs is done in Kamp's
rules CR1-CR5. In Patient DRT, rules
such as the Completion Principle can
change an existing DR in even more ways.

14 In this respect, DPL is in line with the
claim in Chierchia and Rooth (1984) to
the effect that DRT's embeddability
definitions make a definition of accessi-
bility redundant.

15 Actually, as Stokhof pointed out to me,
the new definition of conjunction (29)
would make DPL virtually indistinguish-
able from H. Zeevat's system of Static
Semantics (cf. Zeevat 1990), where direc-
tionality is abandoned completely. From
our perspective, of course, Zeevat's pro-
posal has the same drawback as the bi-
directional version of DPL (cf (29)),
namely that it fails to observe the 1-t-r
principle.
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